Welcome to the Milwaukee Public Library

2020 VIRTUAL TEEN ART CONTEST

Virtual Art Gallery
Cat
Olivia E, 18

Tiger
Olivia E, 18
Just Me
Jeania H, 14

Thinking
Jeania H, 14
Escena de Veracruz
(A scene from Veracruz)
Izabella L, 17

Bigotes
Izabella L, 17
The Cursed Lagoon
Maiasia S, 13

Surrounded by Warmth
Melanie S, 16
Crystal Waters
Sidonie S, 14

Lashing Out
Sidonie S, 14
Lemon Lime
Aniyah D, 15

Look at me!
Aniyah D, 15
Wall paintings
Hayden A, 15

Fading
Hayden A, 15
Truck Invasion 1
Jesus C M, 18

Truck Invasion 2
Jesus C M, 18
i really wish
i hated you
Lillianna V, 14
It just got Cheesy
Zurisadai S M, 17

Clouded
Jesus T, 17
To Be Loved Is To Be Destroyed
Maria P, 18

Self Thoughts
Maria P, 18
My feathered friend
Becky DRR, 14

A love between sisters
Becky DRR, 14
Isn't the Sea Beautiful?
Arianna V, 15

Midnight Diving
Arianna V, 15
Maleficent
Cesar H, 14

Senora en Desierto
Cesar H, 14
**Unhinged**
Simone H, 17

**Howl to the Universe**
Stephanie J, 18
Pastel Rose
Kitzia G, 13

Africa Art
Kitzia G, 13
Keep moving forward girl. With your pretty face, pretty braids that express that the redness in your heart is pure love, keep moving never look back beautiful black woman.

-Jamiah Teat
Vader
Rachel P, 14

Frog Rock
Rachel P, 14
Mirror Self Portrait
Katherine M, 16

Rainy Night at Forty Winks Inn
Katherine M, 16
mental static
Brooklynn B, 14

murdered and missing
Brooklynn B, 14
NO JUSTICE
NO PEACE!
Jovanna MV, 15

Colorful Cheetah
Jovanna MV, 15
A new Bouquet of Love
Benjamin D, 14

Social Media Problems
Benjamin D, 14
Crushed Cans #3 and 4
Desmond D, 15

Crushed Cans #5 and 6
Desmond D, 15
The Lonely Vase
Denise B, 13

Eggy
Denise B, 13
Tree in Lake Park
Louis L, 15

The Curvature of Color
Louis L, 15
Live Art Portrait
Alexa R, 14

Capturing of the Real World
Alexa R, 14
Self Portrait
Jacinda C, 13

Don't touch my hair
Jacinda C, 13
Wild flower
Elijah M, 16

Milwaukee Dusk
Elijah M, 16
The Unnamed Cat
Amanda H, 17

Speak Chimes
Amanda H, 17
They're polar opposites
Neida S, 18

My Happiness
Neida S, 18
No More Stolen Sisters
Nashley M, 16

THE BEAUTY OF FALL
Zing H, 16

"The Purple sunset, the wind blowing from west to east. As the leaves fall slowly on the ground. The reflection of the tree sparks in the silent lake. Falling leaves."

"It's getting shorter, so it's getting colder day by day. The color of the leaves change to red and orange, but the mountain never change."

"It is always beautiful with no decoration. It shin on top when the sun set."

"The beauty of fall."

"AM I NEXT?"

indigenous Rights

Justice for MMIW

#not invisible

#support from MMIW

#no more stolen sisters

#ILM

We are still here
Shadow Crystal
Monique M, 18

Triad
Aamari E, 17
Shoe Design
Kevin E, 17

The lake of feelings
(Lago de sentimientos)
Linda P, 16
Clouds
Margarita R, 17

Full Moon
Margarita R, 17
Cat in Spring
Kai H, 15

Cat in Autumn
Kai H, 15
**Tina Tentacles**
Jayla P, 13

---

**Watermelon Madness**
Jayla P, 13

---

A monster will appear in your dreams. You will believe that your monster will be your new friend. But if you do not talk to your monster, it will attack you. You will develop a special power that will help you fight the monster. You will then become your monster's best friend.
Hearts Within
Stacy Y, 16

Stacy Yang